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A Molecule That Works Like a Nanobattery
2020-12-15
Chemical scientists decipher complex electronic structure of a three-
nuclear metallorganic compound with the capacity of donating and
receiving multiple electrons.

How do molecular catalysts - molecules which, like enzymes, can trigger or accelerate certain
chemical reactions - function, and what effects do they have? A team of chemists at the
University of Oldenburg has come closer to the answers using a model molecule that
functions like a molecular nanobattery. It consists of several titanium centres linked to each
other by a single layer of interconnected carbon and nitrogen atoms. The seven-member
research team recently published its findings, which combine the results of three multi-year
PhD research projects, in "ChemPhysChem". The physical chemistry and chemical physics
journal featured the basic research from Oldenburg on its cover.

To gain a better understanding of how the molecule works, the researchers, headed by first
authors Dr. Aleksandra Markovic and Luca Gerhards and corresponding author Prof. Dr.
Gunther Wittstock, performed electrochemical and spectroscopic experiments and used the
university's high-performance computing cluster for their calculations. Wittstock sees the
publication of the paper as a "success story" for both the Research Training Groups within
which the PhD projects were conducted and for the university's computing cluster. "Without
the high-performance computing infrastructure, we would not have been able to perform the
extensive calculations required to decipher the behaviour of the molecule," says Wittstock.
"This underlines the importance of such computing clusters for current research."

In the paper, the authors present the results of their analysis of a molecular structure, the
prototype for which was the result of an unexpected chemical reaction first reported by the
University of Oldenburg's Chemistry Department in 2006. It is a highly complex molecular
structure in which three titanium centres (commonly referred to in high school lessons as
titanium ions) are connected to each other by a bridging ligand consisting of carbon and
nitrogen. Such a compound would be expected to be able to accept and release several
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electrons through the exchange of electrons between the metal centres among other
reasons.

Gaining a proper understanding of these processes is of particular interest not only for basic
research, but also for triggering or accelerating important reactions in which more than one
electron is transferred. Such reactions remain a major challenge in technical systems, for
which there is still no satisfactory solution. "Many efforts are currently focused on this
objective," says Wittstock. One example is fuel cell technology, which requires the
simultaneous transfer of four electrons to one oxygen molecule in order to achieve a flow of
electrons from hydrogen to oxygen, he explains. "Such multi-electron reactions also have
great potential for saving materials or energy in chemical production."

The model molecular compound consisting of the bridging ligand and the titanium centres
was specifically designed to help the scientists gain a detailed understanding of how
compounds with several metal centres are able to accept and release electrons. The
scientists excited the molecule by light, to which the molecules responded differently
depending on the number of accepted and released electrons. Unfortunately, the molecule
made in 2006 proved to be poorly soluble in most solvents and therefore difficult to study.

Using chemical synthesis, Dr. Pia Sander, a co-author of the paper, added propeller-like
molecular motifs to the compound to improve its solubility. This provided the basis for
Markovic's experiments, which revealed that the model compound could accept a total of
three electrons or release six electrons - an unusually high capacity for a single molecule. In
each of these reactions, not only the visible colour of the molecule changes, but the
absorption of light in the spectral ranges which are invisible to the human eye. Initially,
however, the precise changes in the molecule with different numbers of electrons could not
be determined on the basis of those spectral ranges.

This is where Luca Gerhards and the university's computing cluster came into play. Although
common explanations are based on the premise that in each transition excited by light only
the energy of a single electron changes, co-author Gerhards avoided these simplifying
assumptions in his quantum chemical equations. This made the calculations even more
complex and kept the high-performance computing cluster busy for months. In the end, the
result came as a surprise to everyone involved: Several electrons change their energy levels
simultaneously when light hits the molecule under study. Moreover, this charge is not stored
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in the titanium, as would be expected, but mainly in the bridging ligand, the "link" between
the titanium centres.

As Wittstock explains, the metal centres thus provide a positively charged "frame" for
electron storage, as in a "nanobattery". The model molecule - and by extension a whole class
of similar compounds - has turned out to be a "mini segment of an energy storage material".
Although their full potential cannot be determined at this stage, Wittstock believes that such
"frames" with molecular charge storage motifs could become a new design element in
complex molecular catalysts for multi-electron reactions.

Read the original article on Universität Oldenburg.
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